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Lngolps, Salt Lake City, Detroit and
Chicago, in all of which places she
went to school. Going to New York,

iShe was engaged by the Biograph
company and later entered vaude-
ville. She had a summer engage-
ment with Rob't T. Haines and again
returned to vaudeville in a' sketch
entitled "The Girl With the Lisp."

"she appeared in succession with the
Lubin, Universal and Kinemacolor
companies. .Next she was featured
with the Frontier company. She was
then working in Los Angeles. There
she attracted the favorable notice of

' Thomas H. Ince and has appeared
with the. Triangle forces since.
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FLOSSIE FLIM FLAM'S ANSWERS.

Julian Beek: Yes. Those were
real garlics used in "Lost in the Spa-

ghetti Mines."
Reb'a: In the last Fake release,

"All For the Janitor," Harold Outcake
was stabbed with a can opener. No,
he wasn't really killed. Yes, I am
sorry.

Vincent Bruise: Yes, Rene Iodine
likes the dangerous parts. In a re-
cent scene she had to act in a cage
with a drove of ferocious clams,
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while stage hands stood around with
loaded bean blowers in case of trou-
ble.

Emma: . Archibald Hick uses goose
grease on his hair. His favorite color
is long giees
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Bella Softsoap:. Percy Stantyn

Fillibert, who played the walrus in
the "Five Swordfish," never eats
pomegranates. He likes prunes, the
dear! No trouble to answer your

No, Dicebox Chickenfoot
never wore pink whiskers your
friend is mistaken. Bock beer blue
is his'favorite hue. His tie number is
67543. Don't mention-i- t
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SUFFRAGISTS HAVE "LITTLE

WHITE HOUSE"

Washington suffragists now have
a "little white house" of their own.
It's the Taylor house, also known as
the Cameron house, which is now the
headquarters of the congressional
union for woman suffrage. The house
was built in 1828.

Sir. When I decided to take up
the study of astronomy lately, friend
wife said nix. She claimed that it
was just an excuse to stay out nights.

Art.
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